
When I first began exploring the idea of applying to be a part of this year’s NEH seminar 
on the medieval Mediterranean, I had just completed a conference paper on food piracy 
in a time of famine, and had come to realize that, in order to transform the paper into a 
publishable article, I needed to overcome two weaknesses. The first was a hole in the 
documentation that could only be addressed in the archives of Barcelona. The second was 
that, despite the fact that my earlier work had all focused on the medieval Crown of 
Aragon, I had only the vaguest idea of what it meant to be a “Mediterranean historian” — 
something that my new research trajectory would require. Add to that the fact that I had 
largely been flying blind for several semesters teaching the “Mediterranean World” 
course for my department’s new World History program, and this summer’s seminar 
could not have come at a better time for me. Over the course of the past month the formal 
seminars and lectures, archival work, and informal discussions have transformed both 
this paper and the larger book project it forms a part of: I began with a paper on 
Barcelona’s participation in grain theft in a time of famine, and ended up asking myself 
much bigger questions about how we define Barcelona as a Mediterranean city — and, 
behind that, what it meant to be a “Mediterranean city” more generally. 

I am currently two years into the research for a book project that attempts to outline “a 
year in the life” of medieval Barcelona, as seen through the lens of a particularly bad — 
though not unique — famine that took place in several parts of the Mediterranean in and 
around 1333. The book project will be divided up into three major sections: one on the 
city as a contained urban unit, as an informal capital for the Crown of Aragon, and as the 
center of a Mediterranean commercial network. 

A potential key to unlocking the Mediterranean portion of this project came early on in 
the seminar, when Peregrine Horden proposed two complementary analytical models: 
first, that the Mediterranean had become a shared space out of necessity, as superficially 
similar micro-regions, isolated from each other, depended on each other to remedy local 
shortages; second, that the Mediterranean itself served as an aqueous hinterland to the 
cities that abutted it. Indeed, an aerial view of Barcelona shows us a city bounded by the 
sea on one side, and a half-circle ring of low mountains on the other. This pla de 
Barcelona, in other words, had very little growing region of its own, and what there was 
was more suitable to orchards and vineyards than to grain growing. It thus depended on 
its trade with other parts of the Mediterranean to provide its grain, which accounted for 
anywhere from one-half to three-quarters of the medieval diet, depending on class, 
region, and season; additionally, it was essential to feeding livestock that accounted for 
another major food source for medieval people. Here, I must also credit the seminar for 
encouraging less formal scholarly interactions: over the course of a long lunch with Brian 
Becker, whose work on piracy and the city of Genoa abutted my own work on Barcelona, 
Genoa’s implacable foe over the course of the fourteenth century, we discussed the 
similarities between these two powerhouses of the western Mediterranean, especially in 
terms of their relative lack of grain-growing space. 

Thus, even before the 1333 famine, Barcelona was utterly dependent on trade to provide 
an adequate grain supply to feed the city. Often, this grain came from the interior of 
Catalonia, or other parts of the Crown of Aragon. But when famine struck, it usually 



affected the whole region of the northwestern Mediterranean; Barcelona thus turned to its 
Mediterranean hinterland to provide it with food. In most cases, these were legitimate 
imports, purchased for sale in the city from the Crown’s other Mediterranean possessions 
and allies — most notably from Sicily and Sardinia, both known since ancient times as 
important grain producing regions. At other times, however, Barcelona resorted to 
methods that look a lot like piracy in order to secure food supplies for itself. And the 
question of how and why Barcelona’s Council of One Hundred justified these actions — 
even as they did not hesitate to complain loudly about pirates themselves — gives us a 
window into one corner of Barcelona’s identity as a Mediterranean city. 

In 1333, both royal and municipal correspondence show that Barcelona had been known 
to commandeer shiploads of grain headed towards other destinations, forcing merchants 
under contract with other cities to sell their grain to the city of Barcelona instead. We 
have records of Barcelona’s merchant marine attacking ships destined for Mallorca, 
Lisbon, Seville, Girona, and Valencia, among others — all allied cities at that time, and 
two of them even the subject city of the same king! — meaning that this could in no way 
be considered legitimate corsairing. 

When I presented a paper on these incidents at a conference back in January, one thing 
that I had been unable to explain was how Barcelona was able to justify this behavior. I 
noted that, in response to the many complaints lodged by these various victims, 
Barcelona’s Council of One Hundred made reference to a “most ancient usage” (usu 
antiquissimi), according to which, the city of Barcelona, in times of shortage, was 
allowed to confiscate for themselves any grain shipments in the seas pertaining to 
Barcelona or its territory. Since these incidents had taken place during a time of great 
shortage (maxima carestia), Barcelona’s agents — men who moved smoothly across the 
fuzzy boundaries betweens merchant, soldier, and pirate — had legitimately and lawfully 
confiscated these shipments.  

But what was this “most ancient custom”? Everywhere I looked seemed to point me 
towards a particular royal privilege — one that, unfortunately for my paper, seemed to 
have been issued several years after my own documents. Diving back in to the city 
archive this summer, I focused my attention on an unpublished book of privileges that I 
had missed the first time around, Barcelona’s Llibre vermell, or “Red Book,” where I 
located the record of a dispute that had played out several years earlier, in 1328 and 1329, 
between Barcelona and Tortosa (another city of the Crown of Aragon). Here again, 
Barcelona had asserted its rights to confiscate whatever grain had wandered into their 
waters, this time asserting “usage, custom, and an ancient ruling” that required the city’s 
officials to put all available ships to work in securing grain for the city, and that any food-
bearing ships going through Barcelona’s waters — or “next to” them — should be 
brought to shore, made to unload there, and have their cargo sold. And, significantly, this 
made it into the llibre vermell	  because the king explicitly affirmed this privilege, ordering 
the Tortosans not to retaliate against Barcelona merchants currently resident in Tortosa. 2 

In the end, I came back full circle to the question of how these acts of grain piracy might 
help me understand Barcelona as a Mediterranean city. Certainly, Barcelona’s 



dependence on its Mediterranean hinterland is one part of that, and a part that fits nicely 
with our seminar’s question about networks — in this case, the food networks of my title. 
The faculty and organizers of the seminar noted the many ways in which Mediterranean 
connectivity fostered exchange of ideas, whether religious, artistic, or “scientific.” Yet 
that exchange of knowledge was more often than not piggybacked on a more tangible 
exchange, and food was often at the heart of that exchange. In this sense, perhaps one 
good way to define the Mediterranean is in terms of individuals and groups in motion — 
most notably merchants, but also pilgrims, slaves, scholars, and of course pirates. But if 
that’s the case, then what does it even mean to be a “Mediterranean city” — an ostensibly 
fixed space in a region defined by motion, mobility, and unclear borders? My food piracy 
cases show Barcelona attempting to apply a territorial logic to a borderless sea. 
Paradoxically, however, Barcelona’s existence as a “Mediterranean city” meant that the 
aqueous boundaries of the city were always in motion — they extended as far as the 
mobile agents of that city could take them. This meant deploying what we — and 
neighboring cities — might see as extralegal actors. But because the Mediterranean city 
existed simultaneously as fixed and mobile, it could not abandon the political legitimacy 
that was part of its landbound identity; its actions had to be couched in terms of a law that 
we tend to associate more with fixed territorial entities. 

Over the course of this seminar, our discussions, both formal and informal, combined 
with work in the archives and libraries of Barcelona, have led me to the beginnings of a 
definition of what it means to call Barcelona a “Mediterranean city” — a definition that I 
think will serve me well as I incorporate my findings into an article manuscript, and over 
the next few years into the book as a whole. Barcelona has emerged for me as not just a 
city in the Mediterranean, but a city of	  the Mediterranean, where a city’s existence was 
defined by the tension between two different ways of thinking about space and borders, 
and where the choice between the two was often a question of convenience. 
	  


